Referred to as main, tail, and legs black or
darker than the rest of the horse? –HH 4

Black points

A brand is a mark of identification that is
privately registered and can be burned in
what three places? –HH 4

Cheek, shoulders, or hips

A dark stripe across the shoulders? –HH 4

Cross

A few white hairs in the center of the
forehead? –HH 4

Flame

What is the definition of tucked up? –HH 4

Thin and cut up in the flank like a
greyhound

What is walleyed? –HH 4

Iris of the eye of a light color

What color is hard to describe but easy to
distinguish, is a mixture of red and yellow
and always has black points? –HH 4

Bay

The mane and tail of a chestnut horse are
never what color? –HH 4

Black

What color is described as that of a newly
minted gold coin? –HH 5

Palomino

What color carries white hairs intermingled
with one or more base colors? –HH 5

Roan

Means darker sports embossed on the coat?
–HH 6

What indicates a predominance of black hair
or deep color, with little yellow apparent?
–HH 6

Dappled

Dark

A darker ribbon which goes along the back
from the mane to the tail? –HH 6

Line-Back

What indicates large roan spots on some
base color? –HH 6

Patched

What does pure indicate? –HH 6

Uniformity, clarity, and depth of color

What indicates lack of uniformity in color?
–HH 6

Ratty

A bluish tinge to the coloration? –HH 6

Smokey

Black stripes or bars on the legs? –HH 6

Striped

Implies darker patches, dull finish, or dark
overcast? –HH 6

Toasted

Dark stripes on the legs and/or withers? -HH
6

Zebra

Designates a small, clearly defined area of
white hairs on the forehead? -HH 7

Star

A small patch of white which runs over the
muzzle, often to the lips? -HH 7

Snip

Along narrow band of white working from
the forehead down toward the muzzle? -HH
7

Stripe

A wider stripe down the face? - HH 7

Blaze

One which has a white over most of the flat
surface of the face, often including the eyes
and the nostrils, or portions thereof. -HH 7

Bald Face

Describe mealy-mouthed. What colors is it
especially found in? What else is it referred
to as? -HH 7

A horse whose color is faded out around
the mouth. Bays and browns. Often called
mulish.

A white strip covering the coronet band.
-HH 7

Coronet

White extends from the coronet to and
including the pastern. -HH 7

Pastern

White extends from the coronet to and
including the fetlock. -HH 7

Ankle

White extends from the coronet to the
middle of the cannon. -HH 7

Half Stocking

White extends from the coronet to and
including the knee or hock.-HH 7

Full Stocking

A straw yellow or dirty white. It is normally
caused by a mixture of dark hair in with the
white. -HH 7

Flax or Flaxen

A mane or tail which is white with a few
black hairs, giving it a silver cast. -HH 7

Silver

Manes and tails having only white hairs.
-HH 7

True White

Very sparse hair in the tail. -HH 7

Rat-tailed

A heavy, coarse tail. - HH 7

Broom-tailed, Bang-tailed

What is the darkest bay? -HH 4

Mahogany Bay

A ____ horse almost invariably has black
eyes, hooves, and skin. The points are also
black. -HH 4

Black

True or False: Tan or brown hairs on the
muzzle or flank of a black horse indicates
that the horse is not a true black, but a seal
brown. -HH 4

True

A close examination of the hair on the ____
and around the _____ will quickly tell you
whether a horse is brown or black. -HH 4

Muzzle, lips

What color is the mane and tail of a chestnut
horse? -HH 4

The same shade as the body

If the mane and tail of a chestnut horse are
lighter in color than the body what is the
horse called? -HS 4

Flax or Flaxen Chestnut

A ____ horse has pink skin and brown eyes.
-HH 4

White

True or False: A white horse is born pure
white and dies the same color. -HH 4

True

What color is one with dominant hair in
some shade of yellow? -HH 4

Dun

Which dun is one with black points and a
zebra stripe or stripes on legs and withers?
-HH 4

Zebra Dun

Which dun has a reddish orange cast, often
with a red stripe down the back and a red
mane and tail. -HH 4

Red Dun

Which dun has yellow hairs mixed with
brown or black, always has black points, and
is not affected by age? Most have a
mouse-gray appearance but some seem
purple or smoke colored. -HH 4

Grullo

A ______ colored foal may be born a solid
dark color, or it may have a few white hairs
mixed with a basic color. -HH 4

Gray

True or False: As gray horses age, more
white hairs appear in the coat. -HH 4

True

Black horses with the gray gene, possessing
a higher proportion of black hairs than white
are referred to as ______. -HH 5

Steel Gray

______ grays are modifications of the bay
color. -HH 5

Red Grays

_____ grays are modifications of the
chestnut (sorrel) color. -HH 5

Chestnut Grays

True or False: True palominos have no dark
hair. -HH 3

True

What are the two specific coat patterns of
paint? -HH 5

Overo and Tobiano

True or False: Whether a horse is light or
dark roan depends on the proportions of
white hairs in comparison to the colored.
-HH 5

True

A red roan is a combination of ____ with
white hairs intermingled. -HH 5

Bay

A strawberry roan is a combination of ____
with white hairs intermingled. -HH 5

Chestnut

A blue roan is a combination of ____ with
white hairs intermingled. -HH 5

Black

A gray having small black or reddish specks
or spots on a predominantly white
background is known as ______. -HH 6

Flea-Bitten

Refers to the sheen which, when the light
strikes certain shades of dun, chestnut, and
bay, makes them seem translucent. -HH 6

Golden

A gray or roan horse having bay or chestnut
specks on a predominantly white
background. -HH 6

Red-Speckled

When the eyeball is clear, some shade
between white and blue, the term used is
_______. -HH 7

Glass-Eyed

Horses have what colored eye? -HH 7

Brown

